Larry Baca named to Leg Council

By DAVE CARLSON

Larry Baca is the new Representative-at-Large to the Legislaive Council, according to an announcement by A.S. President Robert Garcia. Baca, currently chairman of Native American Awareness, which consists of persons interested and concerned with Indian culture. His immersion in Indian affairs, said Garcia, "is one in which he is very much involved, having brought his experiences with Indian people, which we need more than anything." Baca's appointment onLeg. Council, according to A.S. Councilman Board Chairman Henry Silverman, whose board will automatically have Baca as Bob Waligore's replacement as a voting member, commented, "We welcome Larry's participation on the board as he is sure to be a vast improvement over Waligore." Although replacing a May Coalition member, Baca is not in tune with the May Coalition's point of view on Leg. Council affairs. Calling himself a "middle of the road," he speculated that he "would tend to lean away from the May Coalition." Donohue concurred with that view. "I have a feeling he will not be prone to bloc voting," he commented.

Leg. Council has been the scene of many close votes earlier this year between the midwestern senator and the May Coalition. This year, the Leg. Council has been the scene of many close votes earlier this year between the May Coalition." Donohue concurred with that view. "I have a feeling he will not be prone to bloc voting," he commented.

Faculty committee reviews rights granted to assistant professors

By BOB TEDONE

Will the University of California change its policy of promoting assistant professors to a system similar to that of Harvard and Yale? The question is one that the Special Committee on the Status of Assistant Professors at UCSB is discussing. The committee was formed at the October Academic Legislature meeting. English Assistant Professor Robert Potter introduced the motion which was passed without dissension. Assistant professors' problems have been with University regulations. In spring, 1970 the Committee on Academic Personnel of the Academic Senate set up a sub-committee to make guidelines for departments concerning assistant professors. Guidelines included due process and fair evaluation of promotion — not on personal, non-professional or political grounds. The guidelines were not binding and a handful of departments have violated them. Nationwide, in April, 1971 the American Association of University Professors made up their own guidelines for procedures and hearings in case of non-renewal of contracts. The University of California follows the AAUP fairly closely except in one important area. The AAUP recommended written reasons for non-renewal of contracts, something the UC refuses to do as it violates confidentiality. There have also been court cases which reversed firings of assistant professors without showing just cause. Two of these have been California State College assistant professors. The heart of the assistant professor's problems is a possible change on the policy of promotion. At present the UC policy is a "ladder" approach. Under this policy a person is promoted if he reaches a certain understood level of criteria. Fear among many faculty members is that the University will change to a "revolving door" or "floating body" system of promotions. With this system there is assumed to be a limited number of tenured positions available. Thus, an assistant professor competes not with a level of competence but with the entire pool of professors across the nation. Political Science Assistant Professor Keir Nash compared the two systems as "limited risk versus total risk." He also charged that some UCSB departments are already operating on a floating body system. "The fear generated comes from a July 9, 1970 memorandum from UC President Charles Hitch. The memorandum created changes in Section 312 of the Administrative Manual which seemed to make possible the floating body system. No one is quite sure of the interpretation, however. Another cause of concern among faculty was the change from being hired on an indefinite contract to a two year contract. Potter expressed the opinion that this was to avoid actually firing someone, and instead simply not renewing his contract. Potter opined that the main consideration for the change to a floating body policy is financial. He commented, "Fiscal problems of the University are to be at the expense of the assistant professors." Nash agreed that the University's monetary crisis is important in the discussions but he says, "It is difficult for a campus caught in fiscal and political sequence to decide on other than a floating body basis on how you are going to promote when there will be no new hiring." Much hiring was done during 1965-66 based on UCSB's projected growth. UCSB is not growing and there is a problem in the minds of some administrators that the excess of professors will...
Final Darwin lecture Wed.

“Evolutionary Uniqueness of Man” will be the subject of Theodosius Dobzhansky, adjunct professor of genetics at UC Davis, when he speaks at 4 p.m. Wednesday (Dec. 1) in UCSB’s Campbell Hall.

The public is invited to hear the discussion which is a part of the Darwin Lecture Series marking the centennial anniversary of the publication of “The Descent of Man.”

The series will conclude Wednesday evening at 8:30 in the Lobero Theatre with a symposium on the Darwin work. Participating in the symposium discussion with Professor Dobzhansky will be Professors Harry Gallocate, Garrett Hardin and James L. Walker, all members of the UCSB faculty.

The lectures are open to the public free of charge, but a general admission fee of $2 will be charged for the symposium. The fee is $1 for students.

---

IRO sponsors Friday fast to assist Pakistani war refugees

Across the Pakistan border and into India refugees have poured, from villages near the border and those far inland, from the towns and the cities. And in India their number has swelled enormously, so that today there are almost 10 million of them. In the few odd camps that India can provide live most of them. Some have mingled with relatives and friends in the border states.

Caring for and feeding these refugees costs India almost $4 million daily and the Indian government estimates -- and international agencies concur - that the refugees will cost the government almost a billion dollars by March, 1972. Of that, only about $120 million has been provided by foreign governments, while another $120 million has been pledged. But that is nowhere near the amount required and India has monumental needs of its own. In the meantime, more refugees come and more die for lack of proper food and facilities.

In order to aid the effort of international relief agencies, the Interim Bldg. 434, 93106.

---

PIZZA DELIVERY

After 6:00 p.m. 968-0510

RUSTY’S

---

WINTER QUARTER

LIVE AT THE

Quiet, Friendly, Relaxing

The College Inn

Excellent Food—Privacy—Quiet—Recreation Lounges—Pool & Ping Pong Tables—Study Lounges—Covered Parking—Laundry Facilities—Maid & Linen Service—Close to Campus—Good Furniture—Wall to Wall Carpeting—Color TV Lounges—Heated Pool—Pleasant Atmosphere

WHAT MORE DO YOU WANT? COME IN — SEE — COMPARE

6647 El Colegio

---

PICTURE YOURSELF AS A PAULIST.

First, picture a religious Community. A Community founded by an American, and for the benefit of North America. Picture a founder who was a century ahead of his time. A man with a vision that could have meant a Community that wouldn't lag behind the times on issues that matter. A Community that wouldn't lag behind the times.

Next, picture the men in this new Community. They would be men of many talents. A Community that wouldn't lag behind the times.

Concerned. Involved. If you picture yourself as a Paulist, why not write for more information to: Rev. Donald C. Campbell, C.F.P., Vocation Director, Room No. 408

---

EUROPEAN AUTO SYSTEMS

5921 Matthews

967-7363
'Cement fragments of the community,' says VISTA recruiter

By TERIBRAASCH

Getting energy going at local levels is the key to combating the nation's problems, according to former VISTA volunteer Mimi Imparato.

On campus through tomorrow, the VISTA recruiter is interviewing students interested in joining the domestic service group.

"VISTA can change the feeling of people in an area so people can learn what to do about solving problems," Imparato said. "When little communities are organized, the whole complexion of the problem will be changed," she continued.

For students interested in catalyzing this change there is VISTA, one arm of the newly formed ACTION administration. Unlike the Peace Corps, which accepts primarily highly skilled, experienced applicants, VISTA needs both highly specialized people and generalists to "cement fragments of the community and to help people find an avenue to explore solution," Imparato explained.

"It's up to you (the volunteer) to decide the most expedient way to act," Imparato commented. The only restraint on volunteers is the Hatch Act which forbids federal employees from working in partisan elections, voter registration or labor party organization. Santa Barbara is a great school for VISTA, according to the visiting recruiter, who said anyone graduating this summer with some community experience would "probably be accepted."

Now is a "good time to apply for summer," Imparato said since "you should apply about nine months ahead." Application procedure includes filling out a form and supplying several references (eight for the Peace Corps and twelve for VISTA).

Imparato worked in Nashua, New Hampshire, with five other volunteers from June, 1969 to September, 1970. The VISTA members organized the community in housing and dental health; and they established a family planning clinic, a coffeehouse, a tutoring program, a summer youth project and a newsletter.

---

Market Day

Want to get away from the heavy commercialism of Christmas? the pressure to buy? and especially the same old gifts? Come to Market Day in Storke Plaza on Wednesday, Dec. 1, for Christmas shopping. Handcrafted articles such as candles, leather goods, bakl and iron work are displayed for sale along with baked goods and photographs.

The purpose behind Market Day is to provide local artisans with a place to show and sell their talent. If an individual wishes to sell his own craft at Market Day, he should come to the OCB Office, 3137, third floor of the UCen to receive further information and to register. Registration fees are $1 for UCSB people and $5 for non-University people.

---

Another satisfied customer.

By the time Phil gets through paying for tuition, books and an outrageous rent, he doesn't have a whole lot left for a stereo.

BSR McDonald makes the RTS-40A for people like Phil. It's a complete AM/FM/MPX Phonograph system. The receiver delivers an honest 50 watts and boasts excellent sensitivity and separation specs. The turntable is our best-seller, and comes complete with a matched base, tinted dust cover, and Shure magnetic cartridge. The speakers are true two-way sealed acoustic suspension, with amazing bass response.

We invite you to see the RTS-40A at your nearest BSR McDonald dealer. If you think it sounds good on paper, wait'll you hear it.

In our unashamed attempt to get you to think kindly of us, we offer a full color 22"x 29" poster of this boy-girl photograph with the quote from Shakespeare about BSR McDonald—for only $1.00 postpaid. It makes a lovely gift.

BSR (USA) LTD.
ROUTE 133, BLAUVELT, N.Y. 10913

□ Send full color posters. Each set $1.00 each postpaid.

□ Check here if you want our free catalog of turntables and stereo systems.

Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________
State ____________________________
Zip ____________________________
EDITORIAL

Kent State investigation requires student support

A year and a half has passed since Kent State was turned into a bloody battlefield. At that time we raised our voices in horror over the killings. A little later we again angrily condemned Attorney General Mitchell's refusal to convene the Federal Grand Jury. Despite the FBI's findings to the contrary, Mitchell found nothing amiss.

Little has been said or done by students to set things right since Mitchell decreed the investigation closed last August. Students everywhere gave a sigh of disgust, commented that it was what they expected would happen, and failed to carry their anger any further. Those at Kent State, however, were not about to let justice die.

Several weeks ago, 10,000 signatures were gathered on that campus urging President Nixon to convene the Federal Grand Jury to look into the "misgivings" the FBI had about the killings. While you might think a mere list of signatures could never change Nixon's mind, Kent's A.S. Board unless signed by an individual writer. The UCSB DAILY NEXUS welcomes letters and columns from opposing viewpoints. The opinions expressed are those of the individual writer and do not necessarily represent those of the Regents of the University of California, or of the University or of Isla Vista. Next year perhaps we can elect someone to convene the Federal Grand Jury. Despite the FBI's findings, it is clear that the tragedy at Kent State was a gross violation of due process.

The assemblyman has never been a genuine representative of the University or of Isla Vista. Next year perhaps we can elect someone who will maintain consistent communications with the University, who will work tirelessly for the political dismissal of Senator Lagomarsino. No. Is it the Republican party? No. It is the Democratic party.

Where is W. Don?

To the Editor:

I heartily welcome Assemblyman Mac Gillivray's recent expression of interest in establishing better communications with the University community (NEXUS, Nov. 19). It is no coincidence, however, that the assemblyman's interest has been awakened at this time, when many more Isla Vistan have the vote, when it is clear that Isla Vista won't be gerrymandered out of the assembly district, and when the 1972 election looms just over the horizon.

Those of us with longer memories will recall that the assemblyman used the University of California as a campaign issue in 1970, calling for stronger measures to put down student dissidents in the wake of the I. V. riots. In 1968, the assemblyman also ran on an anti-University, pro-Reagan platform.

The assemblyman is to be commended for making a representative of his office available to the University community. It would be far preferable, however, if the assemblyman himself would make an occasional appearance out here. He hasn't done so publiclly in several years, thereby lessening the possibilities for communication with him.

The assemblyman's interest has been awakened at this time, when many more Isla Vistan have the vote, when it is clear that Isla Vista won't be gerrymandered out of the assembly district, and when the 1972 election looms just over the horizon.

Those of us with longer memories will recall that the assemblyman used the University of California as a campaign issue in 1970, calling for stronger measures to put down student dissidents in the wake of the I. V. riots. In 1968, the assemblyman also ran on an anti-University, pro-Reagan platform.

Remember the POW's

To the Editor:

I have followed with interest the comments presented about reapportionment and its effects on the Isla Vista constituency. I share the view that a definite limitation has been placed on the effectiveness of Isla Vista as a voting unit. The most important question to be asked now must therefore be: who is responsible for the design of such an odd-looking district? Is it Senator Lagomarsino? No. Is it the Republican party? No. Is it the Democratic party?

I heartily welcome Assemblyman Mac Gillivray's recent expression of interest in establishing better communications with the University community (NEXUS, Nov. 19). It is no coincidence, however, that the assemblyman's interest has been awakened at this time, when many more Isla Vistan have the vote, when it is clear that Isla Vista won't be gerrymandered out of the assembly district, and when the 1972 election looms just over the horizon.

Those of us with longer memories will recall that the assemblyman used the University of California as a campaign issue in 1970, calling for stronger measures to put down student dissidents in the wake of the I. V. riots. In 1968, the assemblyman also ran on an anti-University, pro-Reagan platform.

The assemblyman is to be commended for making a representative of his office available to the University community. It would be far preferable, however, if the assemblyman himself would make an occasional appearance out here. He hasn't done so publiclly in several years, thereby lessening the possibilities for communication with him.
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Those of us with longer memories will recall that the assemblyman used the University of California as a campaign issue in 1970, calling for stronger measures to put down student dissidents in the wake of the I. V. riots. In 1968, the assemblyman also ran on an anti-University, pro-Reagan platform.

The assemblyman is to be commended for making a representative of his office available to the University community. It would be far preferable, however, if the assemblyman himself would make an occasional appearance out here. He hasn't done so publiclly in several years, thereby lessening the possibilities for communication with him.

The assemblyman's interest has been awakened at this time, when many more Isla Vistan have the vote, when it is clear that Isla Vista won't be gerrymandered out of the assembly district, and when the 1972 election looms just over the horizon.

Those of us with longer memories will recall that the assemblyman used the University of California as a campaign issue in 1970, calling for stronger measures to put down student dissidents in the wake of the I. V. riots. In 1968, the assemblyman also ran on an anti-University, pro-Reagan platform.

The assemblyman is to be commended for making a representative of his office available to the University community. It would be far preferable, however, if the assemblyman himself would make an occasional appearance out here. He hasn't done so publiclly in several years, thereby lessening the possibilities for communication with him.

The assemblyman's interest has been awakened at this time, when many more Isla Vistan have the vote, when it is clear that Isla Vista won't be gerrymandered out of the assembly district, and when the 1972 election looms just over the horizon.
I think we're all bozos on this bus

By Mike Gordon.

If by now you haven't heard Firesign Theatre, your mind is still wrapped in the strewed sands of sanity it presumably came with.

If you have heard Firesign, on the other hand, then turn the page right now, because (as you know) it's totally impossible to review. So here goes.

Let's start with the basics. The Firesign Theatre is a media sattire/comedy group consisting of David Ossman, Philip Proctor, Peter Bergman and Phil Alvin. All four of them are mad. So much for the basics.

For the benefit of true dyed-in-the-blood Firesign freaks, I'll attempt to present a thumbnail sketch of the album. I give you fair

warning ... it won't make sense unless you've heard the album. Which doesn't make sense either.

Consider this...

There are those who have lived in I.V. for years and have never visited the wooden horse. Why deny yourself something good?

Today 11/9 - Natural Swiss Cheese sandwich on rye - 55¢ served with potato chips, olive, and pickle slice.

Don't push off vices

To the Editor:

I am slowly but surely becoming sick and tired of going into virtually any apartment in Isla Vista and having a marijuana "joint" thrust in front of me. It's about time some of us "hip" people of I.V. came to realize that dope does not just

deny yourself something good?

today's audience.

For the benefit of true dyed-in-the-blood Firesign freaks, I'll attempt to present a thumbnail sketch of the album. I give you fair

warning ... it won't make sense unless you've heard the album. Which doesn't make sense either.

Consider this...

There are those who have lived in I.V. for years and have never visited the wooden horse. Why deny yourself something good?

Today 11/9 - Natural Swiss Cheese sandwich on rye - 55¢ served with potato chips, olive, and pickle slice.

Don't push off vices

To the Editor:

I am slowly but surely becoming sick and tired of going into virtually any apartment in Isla Vista and having a marijuana cigarette ("joint") thrust in front of me. It's about time some of us "hip" people of I.V. came to realize that dope does not just

deny yourself something good? 
San Jose St. wins PCAA nod for Pasadena Bowl

San Jose State, who defeated UCSC Saturday by a 55-10 score, was voted Sunday night to be the PCAA representative in the Pasadena Bowl Dec. 18 against Missouri Valley champion Memphis State. The Spartans got the bowl nod via a phone ballot in which UCSC Athletic Director Jack Curtice and faculty athletic representative Stephen Goodspeed took part as members of the PCAA Executive Council.

There was some question as to who would receive the bowl bid because both San Jose and Cal State Fullerton were invited to compete in one conference game. However, in their regular season encounter the Spartans won 30-28.

On the basis of overall records San Jose finished the season with a (5-5-1) mark as compared with Long Beach's superior 8-3 mark. However, San Jose had to play a schedule which included four teams going to bowl games including Stanford whom they defeated 13-12.

Floating body plan opposed

From continued on p. 1) cause a heavier financial burden here. The floating body seems to be contrary to the policy of the University to change over to the new system.

Yale and Harvard have the prestige to attract young professors, even under their plan opposed.

floating body policy, but the UC simply would not be worth the risk, Abbott said.

Potter and Nash also see the floating body as dangerous to the university. They feel that it would increase the pressure on assistant professors to publish. He feels, “The issue is important for students because if it goes a certain way they are likely to get less instruction.”

The Interim Coffeehouse will be open for another week and conversation from 9:30-10.30.

A German American School (non-union) has offered German lessons for children 5-15 years every Saturday from 9-12 at La Colina Jr. High. Address: 200 South Bird across the street. Information offered includes beginning, intermediate and advanced German. Reading, writing, culture and poetry. For further information contact the principal, Mrs. Pathek at 965-6550. Women’s IM Table Tennis Tournament, round robin format with single elimination playoffs. All girls will participate in the playoff.

GETTING OF GOLETA

Complete Sales and Services

7340 Hollister Ave... (896-1616)
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IM play-offs start today

A" caliber talent but "B" league desire. They should be up for this one though and their defense of Deemar Duncan up the center, around end and out for an occasional pass. Passing game very tough on their less organized rivals. Travis Nishi lends a strong Tropicana.

The other highlighted game features the fast finishing Phi Delta, whose closing games included an upset win over the Penn and a tie with Lambda Chi. With a loss, they too are the fourth rated B team. King Dong. But King Dong has seldom exhibited a full complement and if complete today, could give the Delta quite a game. Practice might give the A leaguers the edge, but an awesome array of scoring threats makes the Dongies very dangerous.

The other games today feature number one rated EDA in what should be an easy win over dorm power Buckeyes and third rated Phi Chi and fourth rated Munchel. Though neither promise to be very close, they do boast some of the best players in IM and are worth seeing for that reason alone.

First round matchups continue tomorrow with the Sig-Eps, Wasted Wonders, Beefsteaks, Sons of Mac Munchel, Easy Risers, Theta Delta, Feta and Human Rottweilers vying for advancement in the all-school championship.

Quarter finals are set for Dec. 3 while the semis are slated for Dec. 7. The finals will be held under the lights in Campus Stadium 7 p.m. Dec. 9.

When you finish a football season (3-8) with a disastrous 55-10 defeat, it's very easy to sit back like Paul Shanklin of the "Goleta team must switch a defensive halfback to flanker and a linebacker to fullback as late as the ninth game of the season, something must be factors for defeat.

Looking back on the past season, there was a myriad of major factors which both the players and coaches had to contend with.

First and foremost the lack of recruiting material considering the caliber of opponents UCSB played was most apparent. Any time a team must switch a defensive halfback to flanker and a linebacker to fullback as late as the ninth game of the season, something must be wrong.

How can you expect to win games when because of budget cuts it's impossible to give the amount of scholarships necessary to put a first class team on the field?

It seems as if anywhere along the line there was a mix-up in priorities between whether it is worthwhile to put out a team that theoretically can play competitively with the likes of Washington, Tennessee, San Diego State and San Jose State....and the costs involved. Without debating the merits of going big time in football, it seems safe to say that the Athletic Department and University Administration were unable or unwilling to give Andy Everett and his players the support they needed.

And now the rumors and speculations are beginning to filter out from administrators and athletic hangers-on looking for scapegoats for the poor season. Their number one target is head coach Andy Everett.

In their eyes, the coach is the person who is to blame for the lack of talent and support they failed to provide. However, finding such a scapegoat provides a bureaucratic way out which helps people keep their jobs and the world going, they tell me.

While I am the first to admit Andy Everett is not the best coach to hit the big time, I deeply resent the cheap shots which are occurring right now off the gridiron.

In all probability as this article is being written decisions are being made about Everest, his assistant coaches and the future of the UCSB football program as a whole.

For what it's worth I think the UCSB varsity football team did a remarkable job competing with the lack of support they received from just about everyone, including their fans.

However, in the outside world as well as on the football field, trying just isn't enough.

Beechwood Ageing could be an "advertising gimmick."

But it isn't.

(For instance, last year we bought almost 2½ million pounds of Beechwood strips...enough to fill 67 freight cars.)

When you say
Budweiser
YOU'VE SAID IT ALL

ANHEUSER BUSCH, INC. • 27, 1105
I.V. Self-Help Project aids street people

The Isla Vista Self-Help Project is being created to combat unemployment in the community. Under the leadership of Michell Lewis, Bob Mizerak and Bill MacDonnell the project hopes to provide some kind of employment for local residents unable to find jobs. Lewis is of the opinion that people who have an opportunity to earn money will not panhandle. Those people who have contacted him want work but are unable to find it.

This Project is actually the realization of a campaign promise from Lewis' platform for the recent IVCC election. Although not elected to the council, Lewis decided to start the project anyway. As Lewis stated, "I am trying to help the city." So as chairman he wants to set up the project with the aid of IVCC, private businesses of I.V. and all others who are interested.

Because many local merchants have stated that panhandlers have hurt Isla Vista businesses the founders of this enterprise feel such a project a necessity. Local businessmen approached by the project seem favorably impressed and appear willing to support it.

The immediate goal of the Self-Help Project, "to help the unemployed and poor citizens of I.V. have a merry Christmas," resulted in the planning of two endeavors to take advantage of the Christmas season.

Christmas peace wreaths are planned for sale this Christmas in Isla Vista and the surrounding communities. Production of the wreaths is planned to begin this weekend and will continue as sales provide capital for more production materials. Proceeds will be divided equally among participating workers.

The wreaths are of three sizes: 10 inches, 15 inches and 20 inches in diameter with a choice of red, silver and gold ribbon on the wreath ordered. Orders or inquiries concerning the wreaths can be made at 968-0108.

Another endeavor the project is launching is a modeling agency using I.V. women as the models. The agency is looking for female students and non-students with preferably some modeling experience to work in Christmas fashion shows given by local civic organizations, as well as other shows planned for the coming year. Models will work on a commission basis. All interested women should call 968-0108 for information and an interview.

Grades...

(Continued from p. 1) their most important courses on the new basis state college officials have devised a "progress point index" to measure a student's progress toward his degree. For example, a student who receives a "credit" grade in one three unit course and a "no credit" grade in another, while at the same time receiving an "A" and a "B" in two other courses, would receive a 3.0 grade point average and a progress index of 24.

Most campuses in the state college system already have some form of credit/no credit grading and the board of trustees has left it up to the individual campuses to decide whether or not to use the new system. The decision to adopt the new grading system passed the board of trustees with no opposition.

JET CHARTER FLIGHTS

EUROPE 1972

SPRING - SUMMER & FALL SCHEDULES NOW AVAILABLE

LONDON $269. ROUND TRIP

LONDON from $129. ONE WAY

Low Air Fares on Inter-European Flights

ISRAEL - AFRICA - ASIA

INTERNATIONAL I.D. CARDS AVAILABLE

Attention group leaders: Special flight arrangement for small or large groups - Ask for details

These flights are open to students, faculty, staff employees and their immediate family

FOR SCHEDULES, CALL OR WRITE -

Phone (415) 392-8513

995 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94103

Please mail me information on flights____________________________

Name:____________________________________Phone No ________

Address:.._____________________________________ Apt. No _________

City, State & Zip Code:

HUMBLE PIE PERFORMANCE

ROCKIN' THE FILLMORE

A&M Records and Tapes

SPECIAL PRICED TWO-RECORD SET